
Impressionistic Photography:
How to Use Your Camera (or Smartphone)
as a Paintbrush
Tuesday, September 14—7:30
Unlock your creative potential and discover how to craft
impressionistic-looking photographs using nothing but
your digital camera. Award-winning photographer and
educator, Charles Needle, guides you through the
process of using long-exposure and multiple-exposure
techniques to transform everyday scenes into visual
masterpieces.
What’s more, he demonstrates how you can accomplish

many of these expressive effects with only a smartphone. If you’re seeking to elevate
your work beyond literal interpretation, you’ll find Charles’ innovative approach to
artistry and teaching refreshing and empowering. Impressionistic Photography will
change the way you see the world and your camera.

For more information visit our website

pghphoto.org

Pittsburgh Photography Club
O N L I N E S P E A K E R S S E R I E S

Five More Reasons to Join!
The Pittsburgh Photography Club has secured the time of

five well known and talented photographers, speakers and educators
to address the club during the upcoming 2021-2022 year.

This ZOOM style presentation has proven to be very popular
as it has enabled the board to select from a wider range of presenters.

This series is open only to club members, so why not join today!

Six Reasons to Join!
Become a par t of one of

America ’s Oldest Cont inuously Operat ing Photo Clubs!
Al l members el ig ib le to

submit entr ies into Print & Digita l Competit ions!
Engage in Group Discussions & Crit iques!

Pract ice your sk i l ls dur ing Workshops & Field Tr ips!
Par t ic ipate in Annual Salon Exhibit ion & Community Displays!

Ref lect on the r ich history of photographic sty les and techniques
from the over 130 years of except ional pr int making in our

Onl ine Archive Col lect ion!

The members of the Pittsburgh Photography Club extend
a cordial invitation for you to join our group and help us continue to

enhance the quality of photography in our region.

We are a dedicated group of creative imagers who meet three
Tuesdays a month beginning with a brief business update of current

programs and to plan future activit ies.

We share photographic experiences through photo competitions,
trip presentations, demonstrations and socializing.



Sculpting with Light
Tuesday, November 16—7:30
Join noted photographer Harold Ross for a
presentation of his Sculpting with Light process, a
technique that he has been perfecting for 30 years.
Harold will demonstrate how his methods using the
technique of light painting can transform the ordinary
into the remarkable. Harold will share his work, and
explain the lighting tools he uses , the advantages of
light painting, and the Six Principles of Light that he
feels are essential to master lighting.

This will be an information-packed program. Be prepared to be inspired!

Woodlands Landscape
Tuesday, March 15—7:30
Sue Abramson is a fine art photographer working in
Pittsburgh. For four decades she has produced imagery
relating to the environmental landscape using a variety of
methods. Abramson’s book, A Woodlands Journal, is a
decades long photographic meditation on her evolving
relationship with light, loss, chaos and place. Her body of
work, From the Same Bulb, includes garden work made
in response to personal grief and a life in transition. For this artist talk she will show
images from these bodies of work plus her explorations into cyanotype landscapes and
the emergence of periodical cicadas in the mid-Atlantic region.

Ethical Dilemmas: Dealing with self
imposed restrictions or self censorship.
Tuesday, January, 18—7:30

Al Diaz, an award-winning photojournalist for the
Miami Herald, captures the decisive moment on assign-
ment covering natural disasters, political campaigns,
sports, celebrities and angry mobs. Diaz will also discuss
the lessons he’s learned on how to tell riveting stories
through images. How to visualize and capture the
emotion of the decisive moment, facial expressions, hand
gestures, the light, and composition, all coming together
to tell a story in a compelling way, in a single photograph.

Attendees will grasp what it takes to make a powerful empathetic storytelling image.

Creative Monochrome
Tuesday, December 14—7:30

Jennifer King is an internationally award
winning landscape and wildlife photographer
with a passion for teaching and inspiring
photographers worldwide. Jennifer draws on her
fine art and design background to bring an
artistic perspective to nature photography. Her
ability to teach and inspire is unmatched. Find her photography, video tutorials and
interviews in Outdoor Photographer Magazine, Outdoor Photography Guide, Wild Planet,
Camera in the Wild, Smoky Mountains Journal of Photography, VIA Magazine, Our State
Magazine and more! Jennifer speaks at many yearly photo summits and promotes
continued photo education through books, tutorials, webinars and videos.

For more information on how to join visit our website

pghphoto.org
or simply scan the QR code to be taken directly there

Al Diaz


